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The. Myth of Overpopulation 
CLEMENT S. MIHANOVICH, PH. D. 
Director, Department of Sociology 
St. Louis Uniyersity 
S INCE THE END of World War II and up to the time of the writing of this articl�, 40 . promi�ent an� w_idely publicized books and morethan 400 articles m 86 mfluenhal Journals have been published on 
the topic of overpopulation and related subjects. Each of the books and 
articles has attempted to prove or support the myth of overpopulation. (Let 
us not, from the start, confuse overpopulation with population pressure 
which is a temporary lack of balance between population and food supply.) 
The significance and importance of the topic is obvious. vVh at i s  not so 
obvious is the fact that there seems to be a definite if not deliberately organ­
ized plan to foist upon the American people a misconception, scientifically 
unfounded, whose primary purpose is to support the immoral trends of birth 
control, euthanasia and sterilization. 
The man who unwittingly started all this w as Robert Malthus, an 
English Clergyman who published the first scientific treatise in demography 
in 1798: An essay on the principle of population as it affects the future 
improvement of societ'y, with remarks on the speculations of Mr. Godwin, 
M. Condorcet and other writers. A pious and God-fearing soul, Malthus
never realized what distorted interpretations would be given to his ideas
one hundred and fifty years after the publication of his. book.
Malthus predicated his theory of overpopulation on these two assump­
tions: ( 1) That the degree of the sex urge will vary not at all, or very 
little, throughout the ages, no matter what the circumstances of the par­
ticular time. (This has now become a principle of certain modern psychia­
trists, birth controllers and advocates of sterilization who believe that se.· 
in any form is essential for the proper development of each individ ual.) 
(2) That foo<l is necessary for man's existence. This latter assumption is
readily admissable.
On the basis of these two assumptio11s, and without any real scientifie 
proof, he formulated his theory, namely, that population increases in a 
geometric ratio while the food supply increases in an arithmetic ratio. 
Therefore, according to Malthus, there will always be more people than there 
will be food for those people. 
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Although demography has long ago demonstrated that this theory is 
methodologically and mathematically fal ·e, the idea of overpopulation has 
persisted almost with the regularity of periodicity,. the �heory has been 
revived to plague the world in a cyclical fashion since the time of the Eng­
lish clergyman. For instance, the Eugenic Movement throughout the world, 
in order to popularize its position, attached itself to the cloak of Malthus and 
thus the Neo-Malthusian movement was born. This Neo-Malthusianism has 
given birth to, among others, our modern approach to scientific birth control 
(Planned Parenthood), sterilization (Human Betterment League, Birthright, 
Inc.) and euthanasia. 
In order to promote their movements, the N ea-Malthusians h ave written 
a horror story to frighten the public into supporting them. This horror 
story is played on many of the stages of our leading publications and on 
the platform of our best - sellers. The two most popular and successful 
bookings were those produced by Fairfield Osborn in his Our Plundered 
Planet and by William Vogt in Road to Survival. 
The mythical fear overpopulation rests upon two assumptions which 
have never been substantiated. The first is that population is bound to rise 
indefinitely higher and higher, unles� checked by birth control, war, starva­
tion, etc. The second is that the food supply and food production cannot 
keep pace with population increase. 
To answer adequately the first assumption that there are too many 
people on earth now and that there will be an alarmingly increasing number 
· of people, would require reams of statistics. ( Some of these data will be
presented in a subsequent article on Birth Control.) However, it is generally
recognized by leading demographers that in the Western world the danger 
of a declining population is more real tlian that of an expanding popula­
tion. This finding is supported by a study, to cite one important investiga­
tion, made by the League of Nations in 1944, as well as by a careful perusal
of the Demographic Yearbook, 1949-1950 of the U. N. On the other hand,
it is not known for certain how rap idly, if at all, the population of the East,
with the exception of a few countries like Japan, is increasing. The East
may, with the full introduction of the Industrial Revolution and the accom­
·panying increase in sanitation, reduction in the death rate, and increase in
life-expectancy, realize for a short time ( for a generation or two) a rapid 
increase of births over deaths. This has been the characteristic tendency
in all nations after they had been subject to the Industrial Revolution.
However, a decline in the birth rate, as well as a decline in population
increase, accompanies the climax of the Industrial Revolution. That is,
once the Industrial Revolution has been fully introduced into a country,
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its effect is to contribute to a decline in population growth. The U. S. is 
a perfect example of this effect. Reference to the birth rate trends in the 
U. S. from 1915 (25 births per 1000 population) to 1940 (18 per 1000 
population) suffices to establish the validit? of this statement. What is true 
for the U. S. in this respect is also true fo1· such countries as England and 
France. Even the comparatively high post-YVorld War II birth rate has 
also begun to decline in this country as well as throughout most of the 
Western world. 
Significantly, the most emphasized. and the most effective argument of 
the Neo-Malthusianists is that there is not enough land and also not enough 
food to support the present and the future increases in population. This is 
basically a false argument presented by those who do not realize two facts: 
(1) Soil can be stretched. (2) Man is not the servant of the soil; he is its
master.
Nevertheless, for proof of the fallacy of this argument based on scarcity 
of land, let us select four facts from among a myriad. 
Fact One: It 1s the studied and verified opinion of Harold G. Moulton 
of the Brookings Institution in his book Controlling Factors in Economic
Development that t11e United States has the ability to support a doubled 
population, one hundred years from now, on a plane oi living eight times 
as high as that of the present. If these possibilities exist in the United 
States, think what the possibilities may be in underdeveloped countries in 
the world! 
Fact Two: According to Dr. Robert M. Salter, chief ·of the United 
States Agricultural Administration, although 48 per cent of the land area 
of the world is useless for agriculture, only 7-10 per cent of the remaining 
52 per cent is cultivated at present. Tlms, it should be obvious that there 
is plenty of room· for expansion. In fact, Dr. Salter believes that actua1ly 
all of the 52 per cent of the present available land could be made produc­
tive if there was a good reason to make it so. 
Fact Three: Specifically, India and China have much potentially good 
land whose present yields are pitifully low. A little fertilizer ( see Fact 
Four), and a few simple modern improvements in agricultural tec1mique 
would make a l1ugh difference in India's and China's food supply. 
Fact Four: Immediately prior to the writing of this article, the Mon­
santo Chemical Company demonstrated ( on December 29, 1951) before the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science, in Philadelphia, a 
ne
.
w
. 
synthetic chemical that converts nonproductive soil into productive
soil m the matter of hours. This revolutionary chemical, named Krilium is 
not a fertilizer. It is a soil conditioner that quickly restores t11e phys;cal 
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structure of the soil to the proper consi tency. vVhen it is sprayed or 
dust�d on bare soil, but not plowed under. it binds the surf�ce particles 
into a porous, crumbly crust. Even on steep slopes, rairi has little effect 
on it; thus it prevents soil erosion. Furthermore, Krilium-treated soil holds 
more water than untreated soil, and o resists drought. 
One pound of Krilium has esse11tialiy the same effect sm soil structure 
as two hundred pounds of peat moss or five hundred pounds of commercial 
compost. One treatment of the soil lasts for at least two and one-half years. 
If this be true, deserts could be made to bloom, sub-marginal lands 
could be made economically productive, and crop yields could be increased 
from twenty to one hundred per cent. The basic argument of the N eo­
Malthusians is thereby riddled into ineffectiveness. 
World starvation is not around the corner. vVe will not multiply like 
Australian rabbits and like fruit flies. We have enough food, food potential 
and food production know-how, to take care, at present, of at least twice the 
current world p·opulation. The problem here is not one of overpopulation 
(how long could you have more people than food to support the people?)­
not one of biology-but rather of economics. You cannot solve·the economic 
problem of population pressure by a biological solution. The problem is 
putti�g available soils into full and sustained production, through increase 
in agricultural efficiency, spread of scientific agricultural methods and tech­
niques to the so-called backward peoples of the world, the abandonment of 
ancient superstitions and practices of the peasants qf the East (such as the 
sacred cows of India), utilization of that which is good in industrialization 
and, above all, through more equitable distribution of the existing and poten­
tial goods and services of this world. 
Our answer to the psuedo-scientific, mumbo-jumbo arguments of the 
modern Neo-Ma1thusianists can best be expressed in the cryptic words of 
TIME magazine: "The land is there, the l1ands to work it are there, the 
brains are there. .If [ man J uses his head, he can eat heartily-indefinitely." 
Federation Executive Board Meeting Scheduled 
The Executive Board of the Federation of Catholic 
Physicians' Guild will meet at 9:30 a.m., June 11, 1952, 
The Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago. 
The Board comprises the elective officers. of the 
Federation and one delegate from each active con­
stituent Guild. 
